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Tom’s Ten Data Tips – June 2010

Open Source BI
Open source business intelligence (BI) has come a long way. From
being the new kid on the block, the ugly duckling, to, for instance,
Talend positioned as visionary in Gartner’s magic quadrant for data
integration tools as of 2009. Open source is a force to be reckoned
with.

Cost savings has been the main driver of open source BI adoption so
far. However, companies are now beginning to realize that time-to-
market and flexibility are at least as important factors that have
moved these solutions from early innovations to the software
mainstream. This transition will further close the (functionality) gap
between open source and proprietary solutions.

1. Open Source BI Is On The Rise
A survey in 2009 on the BeyeNetwork, the largest BI community on
the web (>200K participants), unequivocally showed the growth in
open source BI adoption. Some databases like MySQL, and Postgres
were already commonly used. But a comprehensive BI stack is now
available. ETL tools like Talend and Kettle have matured, and also
reporting (& analysis) tools have come to their own (e.g.: JasperSoft,
Pentaho, etc.).

Choosing a BI solution requires a big commitment. Given high
switching costs, market trends are foremost characterized by inertia:
slow to move, but once moving unstoppable. And the tide is coming in.

2. BI Adoption Benefits From Simplicity
As with any BI endeavor, end-user adoption is the key to success.
Although we have no “scientific” data on this observation, it appears
that inability to reach sufficient end-users is the number one failure
cause of BI projects. A charming feature of open source BI is their
solutions’ simplicity. The intrinsic nature of the community
development process “creates” lean products, with only those features
that users must have. This makes them so much easier to learn!

“turning data into dollars”
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This probably also explains why the most commonly asked question
immediately after delivering a BI solution is: “Can I export the results
to Excel?” Users want to feel “in control” and are easily intimidated by
a feature-rich interface.

3. Vendor Selection Dynamics Are Different For Open Source BI
There’s a huge difference between the acquisition and/or vendor
selection process of open source BI, if you compare it to proprietary
software vendors. Traditionally, it has been a labor intensive process
to evaluate, select and purchase BI technology. With open source, two
dramatic changes have occurred: because of the business model, you
can “test-drive” any solution for free and for as long as you like, in any
way conceivable. Secondly, the inherent knowledge asymmetry with
proprietary vendors about their products is largely eradicated with
open source by direct access to user communities and try-before-you-
buy.

Because you can try open source BI before you decide to purchase (if
you consider commercial open source BI) or adopt, selection risks are
greatly diminished. Also, in contrast with proprietary vendors, you can
try the solution in your own environment, and therefore acquire
pertinent knowledge. You can confront possible suppliers (e.g.:
implementation consultants) with these issues, to get a valid
assessment of the match between your challenges and their vision.
With proprietary software, vendors may be “tempted” to showcase
their product in a way that “happens” to favor their offering (surprise,
surprise). Also, access to peer customers usually goes through the
proprietary software seller. These contacts will be carefully scrutinized
and therefore biased as well as censored.

4. Open Source BI Provides (Much Wanted) Autonomy
Open sources isn’t just about publicly available code; at least as
important (in particular in federated business models) are the
accompanying open standards. Open standards “enforce” enterprise
wide compatible solutions in a developer-friendly way. You have the
freedom, flexibility and agility of hand-coding, combined with speedy
development of a platform and maintainability of packaged ETL
solutions.

Many business partners are concerned they will be “straightjacketed”
when IT “enforces” standards. The good thing about open source and
open standards is that adhering to standards isn’t enforced by “the IT
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police”, but comes with the solution itself. This freedom is much
cherished, and may well be a key determinant of success when
business units have their own P&L responsibility (federated business
models), and are therefore not bound to any central IT regime.

5. Commercial Open Source BI Has The Lead
Although many people confuse open source with “free” software, the
true distinction lies in the underlying business model. Open source BI
may be available “for free”, but many enterprise open source users
choose some form of (paid) support. This model is then referred to as
commercial open source. Source code is still (freely) accessible, and
available for resell, albeit at the condition that resold modified source
code be made publicly available again.

Commercial support makes sense for enterprise clients who basically
acquire retainer services to help them become effective. Across the
board, these commercial open source BI vendors are taking the lead,
with one single exception. For advanced analytic use, commercial open
source isn’t thriving, at least not yet. Users of advanced analytics are
rarely buying support. It is hard to say if this is because of the quality
of products or of the service, but the difference is remarkable.

6. Open Source MDM Completes The BI Stack
Until (fairly) recently, Master Data Management (MDM) was fancy and
desirable, but prohibitively expensive for most medium or small
corporations. MDM consists of a set of tools and processes to
consistently define and describe data throughout the corporation. It is
often deemed an almost necessary, or certainly highly desirable first
step towards enterprise data warehousing. If you “only” standardize
during extract, transform and loading (ETL), the DWH benefits, but
nobody else. Implementing MDM allows operational applications to
take advantage of better integration as well.

Talend was first to launch a comprehensive MDM solution. Given open
source’s history in transaction processing, and EAI (see also tip# 9),
MDM provides a very natural extension. Several open source data
quality tools are already available. Because of the vibrant community
of open source MDM professionals, new forks (“derivations” from
existing code) will likely soon appear. And because the open source
licensing model enables sharing of new code and expanded
functionality, it will only be a matter of time before open source will
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give some of the (overpriced) proprietary MDM solutions a run for their
money.

7. An Open Source (BI) Policy Makes A Lot Of Sense
As mentioned before (tip# 4), part of the appeal of open source BI is
that it provides much wanted autonomy, and hence agility and
flexibility. Trying, piloting, and deploying can happen in “stealth mode”
because few if any parties (e.g.: procurement…) need to be considered
in the process. This ad hoc aspect also poses some risk. Because
several departments could be working with the same, or comparable
products, knowledge sharing isn’t facilitated automatically. Use of
consultants is quite common, and you’d want to leverage your scale.

Adopting a policy of “open source, unless” helps to establish common
knowledge, and a central place to turn to, if only to find out which
evaluations have already taken place. Experience with implementation
consultants (which are sometimes scarce), provides the most valid test
of where to find the best help.

8. EDW’s Are Still Out Of Scope For Open Source BI
The most common open source databases are probably MySQL,
Postgres and Ingres. As of this writing, these still typically offer
insufficient functionality for use as a full-blown enterprise data
warehouse (EDW). This has not so much to do with size or
performance, but rather with BI-specific needs that aren’t well
developed (at least not yet). Support for (highly) variable user
concurrency fall behind proprietary counterparts (Teradata, Oracle,
DB2, etc.). Maintenance functionality in support of DBA’s who work in
complex environments is largely missing. Also, indexing and query
optimization is not yet comparable with the dominant commercial
products.

The development history of open source ETL and BI tools has shown
that shortcomings in functionality can be quickly addressed. In
contrast with commercial products, a large potential development
community can establish necessary features much, much faster than
any commercial vendor ever could. Even if they tried. On top of that,
development costs are shared across a huge community. Stable core
products also help facilitate rapid further development.
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9. Open Source Has A Strong Foothold In EAI
A major trend in BI has been to integrate data further upstream in the
primary (data producing) process. There are two big differences
between data integration at the level of operational applications and a
DWH: latency and volume. First, latency of data has steadily gone
down for DWH’s from monthly to weekly, daily, and sometimes even
shorter. There are important technical and architectural barriers to
“true” real-time data warehousing. Enterprise Application Integration
(EAI), as well as Enterprise Information Integration (EII), typically
have latency norms in the seconds or subsecond range. Secondly,
volume requirements for DWH’s are bigger both with regards to the
number of database tables involved, as well as the volume of the data.
DWH integration also tends to involve more intricate and complex
transformations.

Because of open source’s ancestry in transaction processing (notable
strengths in OLTP, On-Line Transaction Processing), these tools are
geared particularly well to EAI solutions. It offers the best of both
worlds: inexpensive and flexible (easily customizable) solutions, strong
query performance, but also a stable and mature platform using open
standards that enables (fast) creation of robust and maintainable
interfaces. Because of the limited scope (few tables and interfaces),
hand coding might be “tempting”, albeit at the risk of creating new
legacy and unacceptable maintenance costs that use of open source
would pre-empt. No wonder players like Talend, Kettle or Jitterbit (all
available with commercial support, if that arrangement makes sense)
are making inroads into this market.

10. Include Consultant And System Integrator Availability In
Your Selection Criteria
Open source software should be evaluated just like any other
(potential) software solution. Nothing new or different there. For new
projects, often consultants or system integrators are hired to help
build the solution. Maintenance isn’t always considered upfront as part
of selection criteria.

Because system integrators have been relatively slow to this open
source party, the availability of qualified and experienced resources
can pose challenges. This makes for a distinct “negative” on this
selection criterion if (temporarily) hiring third party experts will be a
consideration. Compared with proprietary solutions (which sometimes
come “pre-integrated”), open source installations tend to be a bit more
“componentized”, hence requiring relatively more integration work.
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The last thing you want is expensive IT professionals learning the craft
on your dime.
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